
THE TWINS (Social Media Influencers):
VIVI
SEB

VIVI: Today, we want to show how to talk on your phone. If you’re like us, you use your phone a
lot,

SEB: And, she means a lot! I mean look at us. Do you think we got here without documenting
our every move?

VIVI: Seb’s right. But, have you ever used it to actually speak to someone?

SEB: Ive heard of that, Vivi.  And, S&V Nation, today your life may change when you learn this
secret. Tell them , Vivi.

VIVI: you actually talk with someone else on the phone. Like, have a real live conversation!

SEB: Talk on the phone? That’s so old fashioned.

VIVI: Its a quaint custom from our ancestors. It’s actually a very interesting experience. You can
hear another persons voice!

SEB: So, you it’s not just text and gifs?

VIVI: That's right, Seb.

SEB: But, what about emojis. How do you use emojis if you are talking?

VIVI: You don’t. You actually express the emotion yourself.

SEB: That seems hard, Vivi. Can you demonstrate?

VIVI: Sure. First you have to connect to another person. So, instead of texting someone, you
find their name in your contacts and hit the “mobile phone” icon and then…

SEB: And then what happens?

VIVI: Then the other person you are calling will answer on their end, and you can have a real
live conversation.

SEB: How do you send memes?

VIVI: You don’t when you are actually talking.



SEB: I don’t know if I can express myself without memes.

VIVI: Sure, you can. Here, let’s try it. ( She calls SEBs phone. He is startled by the ring)

SEB: That’s weird, I’ve never heard my phone making that sound!

VIVI: Push the green button (she does it for him), now put the phone to your ear and say “Hello”.

SEB: Just “Hello”? Like this? Hello.

VIVI: Hi Seb, it’s me, Vivi. (SEB is at first confused, but then begins to understand)

SEB: Hi Vivi. Is this right? (He pulls the phone away from his ear and looks at Vivi).

VIVI: Perfect. (They face away from each other and have the following conversation)
Hey, Seb, it’s your twin. Me,Vivi.

SEB: This is amazing. It’s like I can actually hear your voice.

VIVI: You are hearing my voice, Seb! When we talk like this we can be in different places and be
able to have a real conversation.

SEB: I’m still not sure how this works without emojis. I’m feeling a little lost without them.

VIVI: See? You don’t need them! Instead of using the shrugging emoji, you actually told me you
are confused. See how that works?

SEB: I’m beginning to.

VIVI: And, when you have a little more experience, I’ll show you how to use the speaker on the
phone!

SEB: Wow, what a new experience. V&S Nation, don’t let this new-old technology scare you.
We can work on this together more next time.

VIVI: So until then, remember to follow your dreams, keep your head up…

SEB: And, keep watching your favorite twins, as we help you navigate life.

VIVI and SEB: We love you V&S Nation! See ya on the wavelengths.


